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Event Report – End Of Leg Four 

Well good evening from Kalamata, home of the world famous olives… 

After two long and tiring days, the Classic Marathon crews had an easier drive today 
as we began our exploration of The Peloponnese. This is sometimes considered as 
the largest of the Greek islands even though it is essentially part of the mainland. 
Here everything is to generally more laid back with a predominantly rural way of life. 

Historically the region is the ‘stuff of legends’. This is where the gods walked the 
earth at Olympia, where the Argonauts set sail in search of the Golden Fleece and 
where Hercules fought the Nemean lion. It is also a land of geographical variety with 
lofty, snowcapped mountains bisected by vast gorges giving way to sandy beaches 
and azure waters. 

We started the day by using the motorway to bypass the busy port city of Patras, 
before turning south to head into the hills. The first 13-km regularity had a different 
flavour to those of the previous days as it traversed a network of small farm roads 
through rolling countryside. Four timing points had to be found and on time, which 
Paul Crosby/Andy Pullan did with the best score of two seconds. 

This preceded a long slow climb to the morning rest halt at a super coffee shop in 
the quiet little village of Paos. Then it was quickly on to an allocated start regularity 
quickly and this was on more familiar terrain, featuring a hairpinned climb and 
descent. Best performance at the two timing points were Daniel Gresly/Elise Whyte 
matching Paul Bloxidge/Ian Canavan on just two seconds. 

A longer section was next up, which twisted its way past Limni Ladona before 
climbing over the hills to Lagkadia. This was a longer section at nearly 20 km’s and 
boasted four timing points. Proving themselves to be the most accurate here were 
two crews of Paul Bloxidge/Ian Canavan and also David and Edward Liddell who 
took just four seconds each. 

Lagkadia is a busy little mountain town with distinctive stone buildings. In fact, it is 
famous throughout Greece for its traditional craftsmen (called pelekanoi), who were 
responsible for the building of houses all over the Peloponnese Peninsula. 
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Our lunch halt today saw us welcomed by Kostas and his family at the roadside 
Taverna To Lathos with a hearty traditional meal on offer. This set us up well as it 
was straight into the action with an allocated start for the next Regularity which 
passed through a number of traditional villages. Crews were a little surprised to find 
timing points in the slower village sections with a number recording early penalties. 
Topping the timesheets were John Abel/Niall Frost in the Tiger. 

The Porsche drivers were continuing to show concern for their tyre situation with 
chunks of rubber flicking off the tyres in the hot conditions. Paul Crosby/Andy Pullan 
managed to find a garage on the route and had two new tyres fitted and balanced for 
a very fair price, whilst Thomas de Vargas Machuca/Leigh Powley were busy using 
the assistance of the HERO Mechanics at lunch to get new tyres fitted onto 
wheels  in order to be fitted to the Porsche. 

The landscape in these parts is reminiscent of southern Italy and it was a very 
pleasant drive on good roads to the next regularity, south of Andritsaina. This was a 
relatively simple affair and that showed in the results with Thomas de Vargas 
Machuca/Leigh Powley dropping just four seconds. 

Having enjoyed a few hours of mountain roads, we descended to the flat lands as we 
made for the afternoon refreshments break at the Restaurant Ithomi, picturesquely 
situated in a small village on the southern slopes of Mount Ithome and overlooking 
the ruins of Ancient Messini. 

The remains of this vast ancient city (founded in 371 BC) are as extensive as those 
of Olympia and Epidavros, yet less well known. The site, still undergoing excavation, 
comprises a large theatre, an agora (marketplace), a vast Sanctuary of Asclepius 
and the most intact and impressive of all Ancient Greek stadiums. 

Following this brief taste of ancient culture, we got back behind the wheel for a final 
regularity that wended its way through the many olive groves that abound in these 
parts. These are home to the famous Kalamata Olives, well known throughout the 
world. Some narrow twisty roads on this section and three timing points in 13 km’s 
kept crews on their toes. Top of the pile were Marcus Anderson/Matthew Lymn Rose 
matching Paul Crosby/Andy Pullan on two seconds to seal a great day for both of 
these crews with minimal penalties. 
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Kalamata, our destination this evening, is built on the site of ancient Farai and is the 
second most populous city of the Peloponnese Peninsula. It has a very modern 
appearance as many of the historic buildings were sadly destroyed during an 
earthquake which hit the region in September 1986. 

Our arrival here was marked with an enjoyable 2-lap test around the local kart circuit, 
situated right by the seaside, before an easy drive to our base for the next two nights 
at the Filoxenia Resort. Marcus Anderson/Matthew Lymn Rose matched Paul 
Crosby/Andy Pullan to take top honours on the timesheet on this fast flowing circuit. 
The Chevrolet Camaro of Dominik Lingg/Kaspar Wittwer were unfortunate enough to 
suffer a spin on their second lap and ending up needing the Marshal’s assistance 
when the starter motor wouldn’t fire the car back up. They completed the test and 
have returned to the Hotel. 

Tonight is our traditional mid-event ‘Special Awards’ presentation. Attendance at this 
good humoured event is, of course, compulsory…!! More new on this tomorrow. In 
the meantime… 

The overall lead has been reigned in again over today to just four seconds with three 
days of competition remaining. The Best on Day award was presented to the second 
overall pairing of Marcus Anderson/Mattew Lymn Rose which demonstrated what a 
positive day it had been for the pair. 

Klaus-Uwe Schaffrath/Andrew Duerden showed to be best improvers, jumping up 
four places during the day with a very good low penalty total compared to the crews 
around them. 

We’re hearing that the MGB crew of Chris Chapman and David Broome are having 
to retire from the event this evening due to a small incident in the final Regularity. 
The crew are fine and well here at Kalamata. 

 


